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1 MARC Export 
 
1.1 Overview to Export MARC Bibliographic and Holdings 
 
The Export MARC Bibliographic and Holdings function converts selected titles and optionally their items 
into MARC 21 Bibliographic and Holdings formats. Export MARC is used for some of the following 
reasons:  
 

- Copy data to a third party union catalog, such as a state or regional system, or to OCLC;  
 

- Export to EBSCO Discovery Service EDS;  
 

- Edit data in a third party tool such as the free MarcEdit & then re-import them;  
 

- Backup data;  
 

- Perfect data in a test system and then move them to a live system;  
 

- Send bibliographic data to a cataloging service for authority control;  
 

- Send holdings to a library service for bar code generation;  
 

- Migrate to a different integrated library system.  
 

This function has two different entry points. The Cataloging & Authorities Menu features function [MARC 
Export], which exports entire segments of the catalog. Alternatively, Staff function [Search Catalog Power] 
and [MARC Boolean] both allow Saved Results to be exported.  
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1.2 Copy Data to a Third Party Union Catalog 
 
When exporting to a third party union catalog such as a state union select the following options:  
 

  Filter bibs by:  

      Non-serial items  

      Serial items  

  

 Export Holdings:  

      Remove Bib's Remnant Holdings Tags  

      OpenURL Back to Resource in Catalog  

  

  Tag for MARC# is 001  

  

  DESELECT "Include Non-Public Data"  

 

 
1.3 Export to EBSCO Discovery Service EDS 
 
When exporting to EBSCO Discovery Service EDS select the following options:  
 

  Filter bibs by:  

      All bibs regardless of items  

  

  Export Holdings:  

      Remove Bib's Remnant Holdings Tags  

      OpenURL Back to Resource in Catalog  

      URLs via the CyberTools Link Resolver  

  

  Tag for MARC# is 001  

  

 DESELECT "Include Non-Public Data"  

 

 
1.4 Edit the Data in a Third Party Tool 
 
When exporting the data to edit in a third party tool, and later re-import into your catalog, follow these 
suggestions:  
 

  Filter bibs by:  

      All bibs regardless of items  

   

 Export Holdings:  

      URLs  

  

  Tag for MARC# should be blank.  

  

  SELECT "Include Non-Public Data"  
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1.5 Backup the Data or Migrate 
 
Export can backup your bibs and items to your workstation. Note that there is no reason to do this if you 
are a CyberTools cloud-hosted library: CyberTools backs up your data in 5 formats everyday across 3 
servers and two locations. However, it is your data, and it is our objective to deliver this functionality that 
so many who migrated to CyberTools told us was lacking in their former ILSs. Follow these guidelines for 
backing up or exporting:  

 

  Filter bibs by: All bibs regardless of items  

  

  Export Holdings:  

      Non-serial  

 Serials 

      Current loans, holds, and item statistics 

      Remove Bib's Remnant Holdings Tags  

      URLs  

  

  Tag for MARC# is blank.  

  

 SELECT "Include Non-Public Data."  

 

1.6 Send Bibliographic Data to a Cataloging Service 
 
If your data originated in a different ILS, or if someone on your staff has used original cataloging 
extensively, then the bibs might benefit from Authority Control. After selecting a service, export only the 
bibliographic data:  
 

  Filter bibs by: All bibs regardless of items  

  

  Export Holdings:  

      Remove Bib's Remnant Holdings Tags  

      URLs  

   

  Tag for MARC# is 901  

   

  SELECT "Include Non-Public Data"  

 
1.7 Send Holdings to a Service for Bar Code Generation 
 
If the items never had bar codes and circulation is significant, then bar codes will speed up the circulation 
functions. Many library services offer smart bar code generation. Export your bibs and holdings and send 
the service your MARC file. They return the bar code labels and a file of the bibs and holdings with the 
bar code values added to the holdings. You then import the holdings for the bar code values. Thus, the 
library does not need to scan bar code values into each item.  
 

Here are the export guidelines:  
 

 Filter bibs by: Non-serial items  

  

 Export Holdings:  

      Non-Serials  

      Remove Bib's Remnant Holdings Tags  

   

 Tag for MARC# is 901  

   

 SELECT "Include Non-Public Data"  
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1.8 MARC Tag 852 for Holdings (Items) 
 
The MARC bib tag 852 will have the following format:  
 

 $a Catalog (only if exporting more than one catalog in a union)  

 $b Location  

 $c Loan Class  

 $d Serial Day  

 $e Serial Completed Volume Flag  

 $f Serial Issue OR non-serial Edition/Issue  

 $g "CYB"  

 $h Call #  

 $i Serial Part  

 $j Serial Running Issue  

 $k Serial Bound Note  

 $m Serial Month  

 $n Total number of Loans (used with "Current loans, holds, & statistics")  

 $o Circ Status  

 $p Bar Code  

 $q Item #  

 $r Return Mess.  

 $s Serial Supplement Identifier  

 $t Copy #  

 $u Serial Bound Volume Flag  

 $v (Serial) Volume  

 $w Created Date  

 $x Nonpublic Comment  

 $y (Serial) Year  

 $z Public Comment  

 $1 Item Type {A=Audio/Visual, B=Book, S=Serial}  

 $3 Material Type  

 $9 Option "Current loans, holds, & statistics":  

     1 price in pennies  

     2 patron name;patron number, e.g., LAST,FIRST;123  

     3 status date  

     4 Check out date  

     5 Due date  

     6 nil  

     7 hold waiting patron name;patron number  

     8 hold pending patron name;patron number,  

       repeating with a vertical line | as the delimiter  

  

Subfield 9 is a multi-field string delimited by back apostrophe, i.e., `.  
 

  

All patron fields are LAST,FIRST;PATRON# All dates are in ISO format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.0  
 

Here is an example of an 852, first starting with the Search Catalog Pick view:  
 

          Main Entry: Goldman's Cecil medicine.  

               Title: Goldman-Cecil medicine / edited by Lee Goldman,  

                      Andrew I. Schafer.  

 Initial Publication: Philadelphia, PA : Elsevier, 2020.  

   Initial Copyright: 2020  

        Topical Term: Internal medicine.  

                      Medicine.  

  Volume-Issue-Year-Copy    Location  Call Number      Item     Status  

  v.1                       Gen Coll  WB 100 G619 2020 H222221  Due 08/31/22  

   This is an example of an item public comment.  

  v.2                       Gen Coll  WB 100 G619 2020 H222222  available  
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Here is the Item Inquiry view:  
  

  Goldman-Cecil medicine / 26th edition.  

  Goldman, Lee  

  WB 100 G619 2020  MARC# 714  Item# 1111  V=1  

                                  

  Item Type = Book  

  Bar Code = H222221  

  Copy =  

  Price = 150.00  

  Call Number = (nil:  inherited from the MARC Bib)  

  Year =  

  Volume = 1  

  Issue =  

  Location = General Collection  

  Circ. Class = Four Weeks  

  Status = ON LOAN  

  Alert = This is an example of an item alert.  

  Non-public Comment:  

  Public Comment:  

  Status Date = 08/03/22  

  Status = ON LOAN  

  Lent: 08/03/22 11:47a  

  Due: 08/31/22 5:00p  

  Patron Number = 333  

  Last Patron's Name = Kong,King  

  Class = EMP  

  Bar Code = P111111  

  Created: 08/03/22 11:33 by = sys  

  Edited: 08/03/22 11:45 by = sys  

  

Here is the MARC Tag 852 subfields view:  
 

  $b Location = Gen. Col.  

  $c Shelving location = Four Weeks  

  $g "CYB"  

  $h Call# = WB 100 G619 2020  

  $n Total number of Loans = 67  

  $p Bar Code = H222221  

  $o Circ status = on loan  

  $q Item# = 1111  

  $r Return Mess. = This is an example of an item alert.  

  $v Volume = 1  

  $w Created Date = 20220803113310.0  

  $x Nonpublic note = This is an example of an item non-public comment.  

  $z Public note = This is an example of an item public comment.  

  $1 Item Type = B  

  $9 Option "Current loans, holds, & statistics" =  

  15000`KONG,KING;3`20220803114711.0`20220803114705.0`20220831170000.0```  

  price`patron name;patron#`status date`checkout date`due date  

  

Here is subfield 9, Option " Current loans, holds, & statistics", decoded:  
 

  1 price in pennies=15000  

  2 patron name;patron number=KONG,KING;333  

  3 status date=20220803114711.0  

  4 Check out date=20220803114705.0  

  5 Due date=20220831170000.0  

  6 nil  

  7 hold waiting patron name;patron number=  

  8 hold pending patron name;patron number, repeating with a vertical line |  

    as the delimiter=  
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1.9 MARC Tag 899 for Serial Copies 
 
The CyberTools Serials Management Copy data are exported to tag 899. It repeats for each Copy. Both 
indicators are the space character and do not have value. The subfields are:  
 

     $a Copy Number (NR)  

     $b Bindery Note (R)  

     $c Location (NR)  

     $d Status (NR)  

     $e Class (NR)  

     $f Free Text Holdings String (R)  

     $h Check In Compressed Holdings (R)  

     $i Check In Note (R)  

     $j Compressed Static Extent (NR)  

     $k Static Extent (R)  

     $l Late Warning (NR)  

     $o Block in OPAC (NR)  

     $p Patron Routing (R)  

     $q Local Note (R)  

     $r Routing Note (R)  

     $v Vendor (NR)  

     $w Decoded Vendor (NR)  

     $2 CyberTools Internal Data#1  

     $3 CyberTools Internal Data#2  

  

Here is an example. First, the view from Search Catalog Picks:  
 

                 Title: The New England journal of medicine.  

               Imprint: Boston, Massachusetts Medical Society.  

     Electronic Access: Link to publisher's website.  

  Physical Description: v. illus., ports.  

          Topical Term: Medicine  

            Genre/form: Periodical  

  Latest issue: v.386:n.13(2022:Mar:31) checked in on 08/03/22  

  Copy 1:  Journals, by title  

               Summary: v.362-385:no.27(2010:Jan-2021:Dec).  

              Holdings: 2022 : 386N1-13/  

  

Here are the Copy Edit values:  
 

  Copy# 1  

  Established = 01/06/22  

  MARC# 4713  

  Year = 2022  

  Month = April  

  Day = 7  

  Volume = 386  

  Issue = 14  

  Frequency = W  

  Volumes/Year = 2  

  Issues/Volume = 26  

  Late Warning Days = 14  

  Shelving = Title  

  Call# n/a  

  Location = Journals  

  Class = Non-circulating  

  Status = NON-CIRCULATING  

  Static Extent Ranges = 1  

  First Volume = 362  

  First Issue = 1  

  First Year = 2010  

  First Month = 01  
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  First Day = 07  

  Last Volume = 385  

  Last Issue = 27  

  Last Year = 2021  

  Last Month = 12  

  Last Day = 30  

  

Here are the MARC tag 899 subfields:  
 

  $a Copy Number = 1  

  $c Location = Journals  

  $d Status = NON-CIRCULATING  

  $e Loan Class = Non-circulating  

  $h Check In Compressed Holdings = 2022: 386N1-13/  

  $j Compressed Static Extent = v.362-385:no.27(2010:Jan-2021:Dec).  

  $k Static Extent = 362|1|2010|01|07|385|27|2021|12|30  

  $l Late Warning Days = 14  

  $v Vendor Number =  

  $2 CyberTools Internal Data#1 =  

     2022^386^14^^APR^7^^26^2^W^^1^4^4^^SERIAL  

  $3 CyberTools Internal Data#2 = 66324,54597^14^sys  

 

 
1.10 MARC Holdings Format & Serials 
 
At this time the MARC 21 Holdings Format is only used when the MARC bib plus holdings exceed 99,999 
bytes. Any items which do not fit in MARC bib plus holdings record are placed in MARC 21 holdings 
records. One MARC 21 holdings record can contain many items, i.e., the 852 tag repeats.  
 

Should you need these options, please contact Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com  
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1.11 Export MARC Bibs & Holdings:  All vs Circulation Locations 
 

 
 
1.12 Fields:  Export MARC Bibs & Holdings:  All vs Circulation Locations 
 
1.12.1 Field 1 Primary Catalog:  40 characters, display only 
 
1.12.2 Field 2 Status of the Process:  60 characters, display only 
Displays the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software processes the data.  
 
1.12.3 Field 3 Additional Catalogs:  9 characters, multiple 
Purpose: field Catalogs designates which members of the union catalog are to be included in the export.  
 
1.12.4 Field 4 Export Option:  mandatory 
Export Option lets the library make decisions about which bibs will be exported. You may export all bibs 
or only those bibs with items in specified Circulation Locations. When "All bibs" is selected, then the 
multiple field Circulation Locations is deactivated. When "Restrict to Circulation Locations" is selected, 
then the multiple field Circulation Locations is activated.  
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
Menu Values:  All bibs or Restrict to Circulation Locations: 
 
1.12.5 Field 5 Circulation Locations:  35 characters, multiple 
Specifies the Locations for a particular Cluster. The Locations may also be selected from a pop-up list.  
 
1.12.6 Field 6 Filter bibs by:  multiple, mandatory 
The 'Filter bibs by' field determines which bibs should be included in the export.  
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If exporting the entire catalog for the purpose of inclusion in a third party union catalog (for example, for a 
regional system), then likely only the Non-serial items would be selected. Bibs with Serial items might be 
included, but in this case the library would likely not include bibs that are Just URLs.  
 

Otherwise, option "All bibs regardless of items" should be included, particularly if your goal is to:  
 

     - export from function [Search Catalog];  

     - archive the catalog;  

     - migrate to another ILS.  

 

 

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 

Menu Values:  Non-serial items, Serial items, Just URLs, and/or All bibs 

regardless of items 

 
1.12.7 Field 7 Export Holdings:  multiple 
The Export Holdings field specifies which items records are to be exported.  
 

When exporting to OCLC or a third party union catalog (as with a regional catalog) then typically no 
holdings are included. Only the bibs are exported.  
 

If importing into MarcEdit or some other third party MARC editor, then no items are included.  
 

If exporting from function [Search Catalog], then no items are typically selected.  
 

If exporting as a backup or to convert to a new ILS, then all items are included.  
 

Option "Non-serial" includes all items that are not part of serials management, e.g., the book and A/V 
items.  
 

Option "Serials" includes all items that are part of serials management: all of the issues, supplements, 
and bound volumes. Serial holdings cannot be exported by the user at this time. Please contact 
Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com for further assistance.  
 

Option "Current loans, holds, and item statistics" will do just that. The data are in tag 852 subfield 9, and 
documented elsewhere. It also controls the export of the item number (subfield i), class (subfield d), and 
status (subfield o). Do not select this option if you are exporting to a third party, e.g., a consortium, a 
discovery service, etc. In other words, only select if migrating to a new integrated library system or 
backing up your data.  
 

Option "Remove Bib's Remnant Holdings Tags" clears tags 852 through 855 and 863 through 878. It is 
automatic when options Non-Serial and/or Serials are selected. If neither options Non-Serial nor Serials 
are selected, then option Remove Bib's Remnant Holdings Tags can be selected manually. It should 
always be selected because CyberTools does not use these tags to manage holdings. CyberTools only 
uses these tags to export data. Therefore, if a bib has these tags, then the tags are probably remnants 
from a prior system and therefore meaningless.  
 

Option "OpenURL Back to Resource in Catalog" creates an 856 tag in the export that is the persistent link 
to the resource in the OPAC. When displayed in another OPAC, if the viewer selects the link, then the 
browser should send the link to the CyberTools Link Resolver. The Link Resolver will decode the link and 
display the detailed record. The tag will have a subfield u and the link text, subfield y, with the value "Link 
to holdings."  
 

Option "URLs" includes the 856 tags. If you are exporting to a third party union catalog, then you probably 
do not want to include your subscriptions to electronic resources, e.g., EBSCO or Ovid.  
 

Option "URLs via the CyberTools Link Resolver" demonstrates how CyberTools does a great job 
reporting clicks to online resources. This option replaces a bibliographic record's 856 $u URL with an 
OpenURL back to the CyberTools catalog where the click is counted and the user is seamlessly 
redirected to the online resource. Thus, CyberTools will count the clicks in the catalog and where ever 
these MARC data are imported, e.g., EBSCO EDS. It also applies your URL rewriter setting, e.g., 
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EZproxy, because it goes through the CyberTools Link Resovler. Note: URLs which are Library of 
Congress enrichment links, i.e., contain http://loc.gov/catdir, are exempted thus are embedded in the 
MARC record. This option will override the URLs option.  
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
Menu Values:  Non-serial, Serials, Current loans, holds, and item statistics, Remove Bib's Remnant 
Holdings Tags, OpenURL Back to Resource in Catalog, URLs, and/or URLs via the CyberTools Link 
Resolver 
 
1.12.8 Field 8 Include nonpublic data:  multiple 
"Include nonpublic data" determines if standard MARC nonpublic notes and/or non-standard CyberTools 
operating data are included in the export. It does not affect the export of item loan, hold, or statistics data 
(see field Export Holdings, option "Current loans, holds, and item statistics"). The default is to not include 
this nonpublic data. Please note that if you subscribe to the CyberTools Z39.50 server then these options 
are not included in the Z39.50 export.  
 

Option "Nonpublic notes $x, e.g. tag 856 & others". The complete list of tags are 363, 526, 583, 754, 852, 
856, 866, 867, and 868. Sometimes passwords are kept in these nonpublic notes.  Do not select this 
option when exporting to third party systems.  
 

Option "CyberTools operating data, e.g., $9 & 9XX" includes the following:  
 

   - Any call number with the $9 catalog short name stamp, e.g.,  

     050, 060, 082, 088, 090, 092, 096, and 099.  

  

   - The following MARC tags: 915, 919, 929, 949, and 979;  

  

   - MARC tag 856 $9.  

  

These data will not be meaningful outside of CyberTools. Do not select this option when exporting to third 
party systems.  
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
Menu Values:  Nonpublic notes $x, e.g. tag 856 & others and/or CyberTools operating data, e.g., $9 & 
9XX 
 
1.12.9 Field 9 Tag for MARC Number:  3 characters 
This field specifies which tag should be used for the MARC Number. It is optional. The tag should not be 
a standard tag and should contain a 9. Tag 001 can also be used in which case the MARC Number 
replaces the bibliographic record's current 001 and clears the 003 tag.  
 
1.12.10 Field 10 Select/Create Export File...:   
This push button enables the user to navigate to the target file on the user's workstation. The native 
workstation file browser is invoked to identify the file.  
 
1.12.11 Field 11 File Name:  120 characters 
This field specifies the target file name. The file name must include the directory paths (folders).  
 

Format: It is any legal directory path and file name for your server.  
 

Discussion: The file name is displayed in this field, and the file is copied from the workstation to the 
server.  
 

Example: On MS Windows, a file name with its folders might be  
 

     C:\temp\today\my_file.txt  

 

 
1.12.12 Field 12 Export, Close, & Help:   
Function [Export] will process your data into MARC.  
 

[Close] will end this session.  
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[Help] can display the extended help for MARC Export and provide secondary software documentation.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values:  Export, Close, or Help 

 


